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Religion

man's consciousness of

is

The

the All.

fested in love

truth that underlies

all

his

relation to

religions

is

clefts in

Of

rifts

in the

oneness

man-

is

dew-drop while
the grandeur of the All,

reflected in the tiniest

giving light unto a world, so

while pervading the whole universe,

human

is

mirrored in every

heart.

Many

define the soul as the unintelligible in our-

learn to

God

as the

Others say, " There

we

is

unintelligible

no God,

man

in

Be

the universe.

has no soul."

Man

stands on earth, yet towers into the heavens

;

and the myth of divinity
and eternal.

There

in

is

born of the
man is a demi-god,
immutable, universal

they must be struck into

life.

words of

its

greatest

men; and

as there

is

no man

that

has not at some time violated the dictates of his con-

no nation that hath not at some time
misjudged and execrated, persecuted and executed its
legislators, its prophets, its benefactors and its teachers.
science, so there

is

Jesus taught love and

peace.

He

preached

He

to

taught trust

ation of self before a deity, but the discourse of a son

with his father.
yet

fell

He

denounced

injustice

and hypocrisy,

himself a victim to the blindness of the masses

and the villainy of the wicked.
•

Men

cause of

of mediocrity can espouse with ardor only the

never that of humanity. Selfishness is the
atmosphere of their existence; in the realm of the ideal
self,

their vitality

becomes benumbed.

approval

is

to

know

the path

life.

way through

cautious in thy

know

the fields of

life;

the poisonous plants and to find the use-

year, every period of

life,

has

peculiar and matchless charms; one can never

decide which should be preferred.

There

we

a center of attraction in

is

how

matter;

leave

gleefully

we approach

life,
it,

as well

how

as in

reluctantly

it!

understood until

which are not fairly
them over again m our memthoughtful book there are passages

we

ories; just as in a

in our lives

live

that need repeated perusal for a

thorough understand-

ing.

To teach

—

minds withabundance of
grow therefrom unto humanity what

to scatter seeds in youthful

out ever being able
blessings that may

to conjecture

the

—

a noble calling!

Not

God, incessant efforts to gather lasting treasures, and
scorn what is perishable.
His prayer was no humili-

in

is

those that are called teachers teach the best

;

the

self-

examination, severity unto oneself, indulgence toward
others, hate of sin, pardon of sinners.

us

evil in

is not always to be
always within reach.
of our actions; we alone

own

There are events

conscience of a nation finds utterance in the

the struggle with the

approval of the world

own

is

are sparks of divinity in every man's nature;

yet, like the sparks of flint,

The

man

He

life

the fiercest and most fraught with

Every season of the
its

In him creator and creation meet.
world, yet is the son of God every

cts.

and the good.

ful

Need

add that both are wrong?

Single Copies, lo

The world sees the results
know their motives.
By stumbling and falling we come
through

selves and

is

gained, but our

after his

God made man after his own likeness and
own likeness hath every man made his God.

Three Dollars per Year,

I

like unto the office of a Vestal

the battles of our

all

The
the sun

life is

(

danger; the victory of the good over the
the most glorious we can ever win.

kind.

As

mission in

within us

evil

the all-unifying religion of

i{

Virgin, to keep perpetually burning within us the holy
flame of divinity.

mani-

toward God and man.

Denominational differences are
of humanity,

8,

words of the wise and the deeds

of the noble are the

educators of humanity.

What

the world calls education

ing; discipline

The
science

better

makes

we

gives; the

trouble our

is

mere

chiefly

train-

skillful, culture elevates.

more

are, the

more

satisfaction

body causes; and the

our con-

we are, the
more we reduce

temperate

less

our

wants, the greater our independence

How

enviable

is

the lot of

again spring returns, until

a tree!

its life is

Again and

ended.

Wickedness is folly; the wicked man
man; he injures himself as well as others.

is

an insane
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8oo
Have nothing

to conceal

and you will enjoy the

Truth

it

but a

is

The determining

If a truth declines in

one part of the world

rises

it

we

Ordinary men are like shallow
and feeling they possess

intellect

Part

is

What

cisterns.

little

never renewed.

is

It

and soon exhausted. Great men are like deep
Their intellect and feeling are fed from never-

stale

wells.

and inexhaustible.

failing sources; are ever fresh

With

man

are like unto jewels; the

expert alone can appreciate their worth ; the ignorant

among

most from themselves and

truly great learn

from the book of nature.
the wise

whence

man

the present

However long

the

" All

House

bills for raising

man may

of a wise

life

however

short,

it

Happiness

man

himself

still

lies

be,

has yet been

within certain limits.

'tis

long

approaching

Not only
to

goal

his

away from

the world but

he

and fancying
but getting

is

A fool wants always to have people about
grow weary

him.

It is

of his

own

"

all to

happiness,

nature and too

we

are too

little

little

to ourselves.

consequence of our

own

what

is

but the natural

conduct.

Could we weigh the happiness of every man
same scales, we should find that after all the gifts

in

the

of for-

tune are not so unequally distributed.

heart,

fountain-head of happiness

No

evil in us.

No

tax or duty shall be laid on articles exported
state."

preference shall be given by any regulation of
to the ports of

one

state shall,

state

over those

in another."

without the consent of the Congress,

absolutely necessary for

inspection laws; and the net produce of

executing
all

its

duties and

imposts laid by any state on imports or exports, shall be
for the use of the Treasury of the United States; and

such laws shall be subject to the revision and control

of Congress."

system and the whole internal revenue system of the
United States are results and relics of our late civil war.

They

are not only unjust and illogical, but also danger-

ous to the material welfare of the American people,

because
is

contentment of

which springs from the ascendancy of the good

over the

No

Both the present protective feature of the customs

often impute to chance

The

capitation or other direct tax shall be laid, unless

what may be

mindful of the

and pursue too eagerly the non-essen-

collect

to

lay any imposts or duties on imports or exports, except

without.

We

imposts, and excises

be obliged to enter, clear or pay duties

all

essential within,

as on other bills."
have power to lay and

of another; nor shall vessels bound to or from one state
"

The primary conditions of healtK and happiness are
within us; we have only to conform to them the secondary and accidental influences.
With our health, we

tial

No

from any

company.

With our

shall

commerce or revenue

quite natural that he should

generally trust

amendments

The Congress

directed to be taken."

we

fail.

the

proportion to the census or enumeration herein before
"

ourselves are too prone

judge of our virtues and capacities according as

succeed or

"
in

it.

we

in

may propose

pay the debts
and provide for the common defense and general welfare of the United States; but all duties, imposts and
excises shall be uniform throughout the United States."

In the ardor of

easily overleaps these limits,

farther and farther

"

revenue shall originate

of Representatives; but the Senate

taxes, duties,

enough.

pursuit,

be included

counting the whole number of persons in each state

always the climax of

is

past and future are alike visible.

yet short, and

may

within this Union according to their respective numbers,

or concur with

To
life,

and direct taxes shall be appor-

the several states which

and excluding Indians not taxed."

them unnoticed.

The

" Representatives
tioned

of a wise

II.

government of this country, as a matter of course, must receive from the American people a
revenue amply sufficient to perform its duties under the
Constitution and laws of the United States. Our American Constitution, as amended in consequence of our
late civil war, speaks of the revenue of the government
national

as follows:

the wise for fools.

leave

The

the multitude the shrewd pass for wise men,

The words

same

the

BY AN ANTI-MONOPOLIST.

bear an imprint that gives them currency.
strikes

is

world: Love, the law of attraction.

NATIONAL TAXATION.

speak the truth, our words will always

Truth hits the mark; falsehood rebounds and
the marksman.

by love

soul or

principle in the spiritual

as that in the physical

like the sun in another.

always

man have been

of

— by love for a human

mankind.

for

passing cloud.

If

noblest deeds

the

best,

inspired by love

whatever darkens

like the sun;

is

The

in-

estimable right of being always sincere.

they

may

create, as

at

present, a

surplus,

derived from them, in the Treasury of the United States,
that

up

is,

large

sums of the people's money uselessly locked
The sums comprised in

in the vaults of that office.

1
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such a surplus, for which the government has no use
under existing laws, are prevented from circulating

tax than the latter, but on a strictly and absolutely equal,

among
money

creasing at a higher rate than the one stated and taxing

the people for business purposes, and thus render

A

scarce in this country.

change, therefore,

our national taxation seems to be and

is

Which shall it be? Can it not be a radical
From the clauses quoted above, it is to be seen

sary.

our American Constitution leaves

it,

in

plainly neces-

one?
that

within certain lim-

Congress to determine the ways and
means by which the revenue necessary for the support
of our national government and for meeting its legitimate obligations, shall be raised. The customs, therefore, and the internal revenue may be completely abolits,

to the option of

Yet, which other tax or taxes shall take their

ished.

places?

It

would not do

to tax real

and personal prop-

erty also for national purposes, as they are taxed for

State or local purposes, because they are not uniformly

and

territo-

taxes being paid in

money,

assessed, for taxation, in the several states
ries of

the Union.

In the United States

all

the most correct, natural and logical national tax of this

country, seems to be one relating to the

money or income

of every American citizen or resident alien; namely, an

Such

individual income tax.

mony with

would be

a tax

in full har-

the Constitutional provisions quoted above.

Under such

a tax every head of a family or other

uniform

A

basis.

so-called

a dollar of a higher taxable

graduated income-tax,

income higher than a dollar

of a lower taxable income, would be a flagrant violation

wrong, robbing
would punish
men for being wealthy, which would be the silliest
thing in the world.
There are, it is true, men in this
country with colossal fortunes, exceeding the bounds of
reason and common sense. Yet, for this fact, not
strictly those men are responsible or to be blamed, but
our perverse American political economy. Those
men are rather to be praised for their shrewdness,
although not always for their philanthropy. The simple
income-tax suggested, together with other measures to
be mentioned presently, might somewhat affect those
colossal fortunes, yet it could and would not eradicate
the present Croesuses in the United States, who own
their wealth legitimately.
It might, however, help to
prevent the growth of new ones. The richest men of
this country being the railroad magnates, a few words
may be devoted to them.

of the principle referred to and utterly

the few for the benefit of the many.

The

railroads of this country, as a matter of course,

can people.

them

purpose of making money.

have

For

certain percentage of his or her

ing to railroad companies, because

certain

From

sum, for the support of our national government.
persons should be exempt, not having

this tax all

a net annual

income of

might see

fit

consists of

what he

hundred dollars, or of one
any other amount Congress

five

thousand dollars, or of

A man's net income

to fix for this purpose.

acquires

by

other sources, after deduction of

business and from

his
all

his business expendi-

tures and of his state and local taxes.
ily

Personal or fam-

expenses would, of course, be included in and could

not be deducted from a net taxable income.

The percentage

lar taxed.
Thus, if, for instance, a net annual income of
one thousand dollars would pay a tax of one dollar, a
net annual income of two thousand dollars should pay a
tax of two dollars, a net annual income of three thousand
dollars a tax of three dollars, and so on.
This would
be a simple income-tax, increasing in arithmetical progression, and taxing every dollar of taxable incomes,

high or low, alike. This would be the only just kind of
an income-tax, under our American principle of equal
all,

in all matters of public concern.

A

man

with a larger net income claims and enjoys the protection of the

man with

government

a smaller net

two incomes be

for

it

to a

income.

larger extent than a

For

this reason, if

taxable, the former should

for the sole

this reason, all the

same

property

in this

the

pay more

it

country belong-

enjoys exactly the

local public protection as all other private property,

should also be taxed as that other private property both
for state or territorial and for municipal purposes.

such taxation also
ject,

held by railroad

mental laws of

To

unimproved land should be subcompanies. Under the two funda-

all

this country, the

Declaration of Inde-

pendence, which by the categorical dictum of a compe-

body has created the United States as a
and which is proclaiming

tent law-giving

political division of the earth,

the principle of equal rights for

referred to should be uniform in all

parts of the Union, for every taxpayer and for every dol-

rights for

built

Ameri-

Yet, the private corporations owning them,

her own, should, by law, be bound annually to pay a

income, reaching a

It

are most excellent things and very useful to the

person in the United States having an income of his or

tiet

in-

all,

in all matters

of

and the Constitution of the United
States, decreeing a Republican form of government for
every state of the Union, no such state has a right to
forego its paramount prerogative, namely that of taxation,
public

concern

;

in favor of private corporations, in the

companies, and

at the

expense of

all its

shape of railroad
other inhabitants.

the two fundamental laws named and particon account of its limited powers under the
Constitution, Congress has no right to aid private companies in the construction of railroads by land grants
and by public credit, although it has repeatedly exerAny legitimate business,
cised the might to do so.
based upon private means, is, of course, commendable.
Yet, no fair-minded man in this country will ever apply
for government aid in his private business, because he is
not entitled to it and would be unjustly benefited by

Under

ularly

:
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all his American fellowany man or any number of men would
have a just claim to be aided by Congress, in a private
undertaking-, everybody in this country would have such
a claim, namely, to be aided by Congress in his private

the same, at the expense of
If

citizens.

Would

business.

not this be the greatest nonsense?

If

becomes necessary or desirable in any part of
it should be built strictly with private means.
Yet, if government means be employed for its construction, it should also be constructed in the name of and
for the government, that is, the whole American people,

COURT.

with government
the road, and

passenger fare and the
by the corporation owning
as to the minimum wages to

aid, as to the

freight rates to be charged

perhaps also

be paid by the company to their employes.

The

foregoing principles, applying to railroads, with

equal force and justice also apply to other private con-

having been aided or seeking

he aided by the

a railroad

cerns,

the Union,

government.

However

useful to the

American people they may

^d

not in the

The

name and

for the account of private parties.

Constitution of the United States contains

They

clauses relating to this subject.

two

read

The Congress shall have power * * * to regulate commerce with foreign nations, and among the several states, and
* *
to establish post-offices and
with the Indian tribes; *
post-roads.

In pursuance of the former provision Congress has
passed an interstate commerce law, being in operation

now by means
Under
power,

of a commission.

the latter provision Congress has plainly the

in the

name and

American people
roads.

It

has also the

the right of

way

for the account of the

to build railroads, to

power

to

be used

whole

as post-

grant, free of charge,

over the public domain of the Ameri-

to

excellent things and

however
Con-

be, yet

gress, under the fundamental laws of this country, has
no right to aid private companies engaged in such concerns otherwise than by granting them, free of charge,
the right of way over the public domain of the American people, provided such aid be of any use to such
companies and of advantage to our national government. Under our American Constitution, Congress has
absolutely no power to aid such private concerns by
general land grants or by subsidies. Yet, after they
have been established by private means, our national
government is, of course, entitled to patronize them
freely.
Telegraph lines, to a certain extent, answering
the same purpose as post-roads. Congress doubtless has

power to establish such lines in the
name and at the expense of the American people. So
much on this subject.
For the collection of the income-tax suggested, every

the constitutional

the construction of railroads, serving in the main for

in the United States, having an income
own, should, by law, be compelled at a
stated time, perhaps between the first day of April and
the thirtieth day of June, to declare, under oath, his or
her net income during the preceding calendar year. If

and of passengers, and

the person referred to be a minor, or otherwise legally

people,

can

of railroads,
not

has

dies or

to

private

parties, for

be

as

to

used

to

aid

common

person of age

Yet,

of his or her

freight

of

its

sense admit no other interpretation of the

preamble,

ing clause:

pose of and

in

Justice, fairness,

passage quoted of our American Constitution.
ing to

it

subsi-

private corporations

only incidentally for that of the mail.

and

construction

by land grants and by

the power,

financial help,

the transportation

the

post-roads.

"The
make

this

fundamental law by the follow-

congress shall have
all

Accord-

needful

rules

power

to dis-

and regulations

respecting the territory or other property belonging to
the United States," plainly does not
gress shall have

power

mean

to donate the public

Condomain of
that

the American people to private corporations for speculative purposes.
fore,

Congress, however, as mentioned be-

has extensively

aided railroad companies in the

wrong manner stated, thus enabling
loving men to grow immensely rich
all

their

American

a
at

number of

pelf-

the expense of

Such companies
the government aid they

fellow-citizens.

not having been entitled to

have received, the small item of the right of
excepted, they are also not entitled to enjoy

its

way

profits in

an unrestricted manner. In reality, to the full extent of
that unjust aid, the whole American people may be considered as partners in such railroads.

For

this

reason

Congress doubtless has the right and power to control
every railroad of this country that has been constructed

incapacitated to do this himself, the taking of the oath

and the paying of

his

income-tax would have to be

attended to by his guardian.
act,

the percentage of

levied

as

all

As

a kind of perfunctory

taxable net incomes, to be

income-tax, would have to be fixed by Con-

gress, annually, as soon as possible after

its

meeting, in

December, according to the requirements of the gov
ernment for the current fiscal year (ascertained by the

sum

total of the appropriations, including those relating

to the public debt

made by Congress during

its

preced

ing session), and according to the total amount of taxable net incomes reported

by the national revenue

offi-

throughout the country, charged with the collection
of the income-tax. This tax should then be collected
perhaps during the time from the date, when the percentage referred to would have been fixed, to the
If such a tax be adopted for
thirty-first day of March.
cers

Congress, to avoid embarrassments of the
United States Treasury, would have to see to it, that
during the first six or perhaps nine months of the
in
which this tax would be collected
fiscal year,
for the first time, the necessary revenue of the National
this country.

government would be

raised

yet

in

the

old

way.

THE OPEN
In

according to the plan suggested, one-half, or

fact,

sufficient portion, of the

another

during a

fiscal

would have

government during the
Such a course,
year.

national

next

year,

income-tax collected

fiscal

to be

first six

as to the

of

appropriations for the succeeding

could also annually

it

fix

dis-

the required percentage

by

the thirtieth day of June, the close of the fiscal year.

Then

the collection of this tax for the

new

fiscal

year

commenced on

the first day of July and be
day of December.
Special items of income in the United States Treasury, for instance those from the sale of public lands,
would have to be annually deducted from the sum total
of the income-tax required for government expenses

could be

ended by the

A

Both the

be easily enacted by Congress.

this

On

deduction could

account of possible

when
mcomes would be declared under oath and the
time when the income-tax would be collected. Con-

their bullion value,

referred to

somewhat higher than

according to a

strict

to fix the percentage
it

would have to be
That our

arithmetical division.

government might not be embarrassed in its
want of funds, caused by the non-payment of such an income-tax. Congress would have to
pass the strictest laws for enforcing its prompt payment.

on a par with gold coin as to
would cause gold coin to circulate as

freely in this country as silver coin, and thus enable our

government to derive from a national incomeamount of gold coin for meeting its

national

tax the necessary

gold obligations.

As George Washington,
try," " first in

war,

first in

is

and private

American customs system and

benefit

some overgrown manufacturing establishments
Yet, these measures would doubtless

in this country.

numberless smaller manufacturing establishperhaps on a co-operative plan in different

call forth

ments

—

parts of the

—

Union, which

fact

would be

a blessing to

whole American people.
There are those who say that a national income-tax
would cause a good deal of perjury in this country.
Yet, it is the American tax that, if permanently estabthe

IN

THEIR RELATION TO GRAVITY.
Every conception of the world which
ent must, in the end, prove dualistic. If
monistic,

its

logical consequence,

most, will lead to dualism.
that spiritualism

is

It

dualistic,

is

if

it

is

not consist-

pretends to be

developed

generally

to the ut-

recognized

and the advocates of super-

naturalism frankly confess their dualism. But also jnatejust as dualistic as

is
is

to

its

antagonistic view.

If the

be explained from dead matter, the force of

argument leads us to assume some unknown
beyond or behind matter, and materialism will
change into agnosticism.
One of the most important questions is that of the
logical

force

Two

the force of attraction

abolition of our

public

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF MATTER AND FORCE

cause of gravity.

The

in the

American people.

of the

national

the adoption of a national income-tax might perhaps not

Coun-

the hearts

first in

always the best policy," both
life

operations, for

Any person's frivolous and willful refusal to state a net
income under oath or affirmation, or to pay the incometax, might be punished even with imprisonment.

the " Father of his

peace, and

of his countrymen," in his Farewell Address, truly says,
" honesty

rialism

would have

precede the

to

rect silver dollars, being

world

discretion,

would doubtless have

adoption of a national income-tax for this country. Cor-

business failures of tax-payers between the time

its

this.

is

interest

the silver question

the net

gress, in

truthfulness of a free nation

on and the bonds of our American
public debt being payable in gold, a correct solution of

thirty- first

annual period for making

fitting

pal government, happily

fiscal

the taxable net incomes, for the income-tax,

all

The

payment.

classes of the people, but never by a just, sound, and
uniform tax for the support of a government of the people, by the people and for the people, as our national
government, and also every American state and munici-

time of fixing

is a short session of Congress, ending
on the fourth day of March. This state of affairs, however, could be easily changed, if, by a Constitutional
amendment, both the term of a Congress and that of
the Presidency and Vice-Presidency of the United
States would commence on the first day of July, instead
of on the fourth day of March. In case of the adoption
of such a constitutional amendment, all the taxable net
incomes, throughout the United States, could be annually
ascertained, as suggested, from the first day of January
to the thirty-first day of March, and if Congress would

year,

would soon render the American people truthful

its

months of the

other year there

its

as to

can be affected only by erroneous legislation, in favor of

bursing this tax, would become necessary, because every

make

lished,

803

used by our

the rate of the income-tax and of collecting and

timely

COURT.

solutions are possible:

Either

—

immanent, it lies within or it
Either matter atis external, it lies without matter.
tracts matter, or matter is -pushed toward matter. Either
matter is in self-motion, or it is moved. If matter is dead
we are obliged to resort to the latter solution. But if we
accept the former solution, we must consider self-motion
is

as an ultimate property

of matter.

If

matter

is

inert

we must assume that there is some
substance besides matter.
The world then consists

and deprived of force
other

—

or whatever the
first of matter and secondly of ether
pushing agens outside of the dead matter may be called.

The

problem of gravity is not yet
wish to inform our readers of
the present state of the subject and shall therefore present two essays on the ultimate properties of matter, one
solution of the

definitely settled; but

of

which

Le

is

we

published in

Sage's theory

is

this

number.

perhaps the most consistent the-
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ory of a kinetic or mechanical explanation, which almost
seems satisfactory from the standpoint of materialism.
Wilhelm Stoss thinks that Le Sage's theory is much
strengthened by Falb's hypothesis of earthquakes; and

he presents and states the problem so clearly and so
correctly in an essay published in the Gegenivari, a
translation of it was procured for The Open Court.
In the next number of The Open Court we shall pubas

an essay by J. G. Vogt, which treats the subject
from another standpoint, which he calls " Monism of
Reality " [Real-Monismus).
We reserve our judgment, as we believe that the
problem is not yet mature. Many other questions must
lish

we

any hope of success,
approach the problem of gravity, and we present the

be answered before

made

attempts

can, with

what

to explain the cause of gravity as

they are, ingenious hypotheses.

p. c.

FALB'S THEORY OF EARTHQUAKES AND LE
SAGE'S THEORY OF GRAVITATION.
BY WILHELM STOSS.
Translatedfrom the German

in the

medium.

These systems

universal attraction.

From Leucippus and Democritus to the present
day one atomic system after another has sprung into
being.
Leucippus, Democritus and Plutarch assumed,
as the original cause of attraction, vast,

To

motions of the atoms.
in

this

simple rototary

assumption reverted,

a later day, Kepler, Torricelli, Gassendi, Descartes,

Huygens and

Malebranche and

others.

hand,

other

the

interposed

Wallis,

and so

Gautier,

Le

Cat,

forth.

electricity;

De

Rive and

la

Newton

Euler, on

motions

rotatory

Bernoulli assumed light as a

within the great; Jean

medium;

small

Micheli,
others,

magnetism;

common

air;

did not apply himself earnestly

to the task of investigating the causes of universal attrac-

''Nam multa me movent, ut nonnihil

tion.

*

*

*

suspt'cer

quibus viribus cognitis philosophi hactenus

naturam. frustra tentarunt" says he in the preface to
The first to extend this theory to
his " Frincipia."
universal attraction, and especially to the attraction be-

Gegenwart by F. W. Morton.

no

tween sun, earth and moon, was Le Sage. Of him there
is but little known, since only a few fragments of his
numerous manuscripts have been published. This explains why he is so little known to kindred modern
scientists, many of whom have entirely erroneous noTake up the latest theories of
.tions of his theory.

immediately follows that a similar influence
exerted on the molten mass in the interior of the

Schramm, Thomsen, Zollner, Von Dellingshausen, Isenkrahe and others; either the theory of Le Sage is not

The
has met

recognition which Falb's theory of earthquakes
largely due to his conclusions that the origin of

is

earthquakes

sun

is

That the

attributable to cosmical causes.

for our planet the source of existence and

is

likewise, that the

phenomena of ebb and

life,

and,

tide are prin-

cipally expressions for lunar influence, there can be

doubt.
is

respect to the nature of this

are designed rather to explain attraction on earth than

It

earth.

It

sought

to

or only casually and incorrectly.

isjhe proof of such an influence that Falb has

mentioned

deduce beyond a question

Le Sage was born on July 23, 1724, at Geneva, and
He studied medicine
died there on Novemer 9, 1S03.

in

his theory of

earthquakes.
It is a peculiarity

human

of

inquiry that whenever a

forward step has been taken

in the

a question

new

is

raised as to the

knowledge of

facts revealed.

at all,

and natural science

at

Basel and Paris, and then lived to
quiet retreat at Geneva.

things,

the end of his

When

too, in the Bibliotheque

have answered one " Why " another immediately
itself.
Herein lies the deep truth of Haller's
words: " Into nature's mystery of mysteries no human

life in his

Publique

his

we

preserved; they are in the same order as

suggests

with

can press."

spirit

quakes

For

we

instance, if

as but a manifestation of the attractive

which the sun and moon exert upon the
question immediately arises:

moon

act in this

way upon

inal cause of this action?

new

regard earth-

At

one.

How

the earth

?

it

new

can the sun and

What is

This question

times an answer to

power

earth, the

is

in

medium; the

latter
fills

left

Le Sage
They

them.

in fifty large wooden boxes, and comfew connected discourses and loose leaves,
The sacks
little paper sacks with numbers and titles.
contain playing-cards on which Le Sage had jotted

are filed

away

prise, besides a

down

the results of

his investigations.

The

greatest

no wise a

The gist of his theory, the
of mechanical physics.
system of corfuscules ultramondaines, is 'oriefly as fol-

has been attempted

ways; and then again, as lying beyond the
inquiry, no answer has been ventu,red.
There are two theories of nature which directly oppose each other, the dynamic and the atomic. The
former explains the reciprocal action between the
spheres by a force simply, without the intervention of a
material

arranged and

part of the manuscripts are devoted to his atomic theory

human

such a medium, which

own hands

the orig-

in different

scope of

his

There,

manuscripts are

maintains the existence of
the universe and produces

the reciprocal action of the spheres by transmission of
motion. Furthermore, opinions have differed widely in

lows

:

In limitless empty space imagine an

infinite

number

of atoms, which are separated from one another by large

These atoms move in straight lines and in all
and enormous rapidity. They
pervade all space, far beyond the limits of the visible
universe; they come and go, as it were, from one world
to another.
Take any one point in space. At every
moment a multitude of atoms will come to it from all
directions and again pass away from it in all directions,
intervals.

directions with uniform

THE OPKN COURT.
moment every

so that for the

point of space

may be

The
regarded as the center of innumerable atoms.
atoms are uniform and homogeneous, hard and unelasttc
completely isolated material points. Their form is
The rapidity of the aggregate atoms, morespherical.

—

over,

is

them.

equal to the density of the stream formed by
This is extremely slight, since the atoms are so

from one
another, that two atoms very rarely can meet and disIn comparison
turb the uniformity of their motions.
small,

to

relatively

known

with any

their

mean

rapidity, their

distances

rapidity

great, so that the atoms, in spite of the

is

enormous

dis-

between them, form an unbroken, continuous
body plunged in this will remain immovastream.
ble, since the atoms acting with equal force on all sides
If a second body be
will keep it in equilibrium.
placed at a certain distance from the first, the two will
approach each other, because the one serves the other
as a sort of shield, and the atoms whose action is no longer
exerted on the opposing sides produce a constant motion.
Every particle of matter in space must thus be
taken as a central point for enormous spheres that are
Matter must be regarded as so
filled with atoms.

A

that, for instance, the earth

atoms which penetrate it. MoreFor, since
over, no atoms can lodge upon a solid body.
most of the atoms do not strike the solid body in a perpendicular, but in a slanting direction, the
as

much

of

its

it

loses

perpendicular velocity as

imparts to the body; and on account of
ness

atom

its

it

perfect hard-

glances off at a tangent from spherical masses.

Of the atoms whose central point forms a solid, the
same number penetrate all surfaces of the spheres
These spherical surdescribed concentrically about it.
faces are proportional to the squares of

the mass-center.

The

from

density of the stream of atoms at

the different distances, or the effects of the impacts with

which the atoms

strike the bodies they

ison with

the pores,

we

can readily see that only an

extremely small number of atoms will be checked; and
of these the number that affecti the first and the last
layers will be about the same.

body or

a sphere

is

Their

proportional to

its

action, then,

on a

mass.

they follow each other

at exactly

equal periods.

By

the

impact of an atom a body receives a certain velocity

in

effect,

effect as

the preced-

all

atoms following

in

being

the result of

an

may

follows, therefore, that

It

the successive velocities must be proportional to the impacts,

and hence comes directly this law which Galileo
deduced from experiments: The dis-

indirectly

first

tances are

each other as the squares of the times.

to

Now let us look at
of

Le

the connection between this theory

times at which earthquakes are under especially

calls the

He

favorable constellations tide-factors.
six

distinguishes

such tide-factors, to wit:
1.

The

greatest proximity of the earth to the sun, on

At

the 1st of January.

sun

Falb

Sage's and Falb's theory of earthquakes.

is

greatest remoteness,
2.

this

time the attraction of the

the greatest; while on the

The

ist

of July, the time of

the least.

it is

moon, which

it

attains

revolution of twenty-seven days,

At

moon.

greatest proximity to the

position of the

attraction

its

this

once during
is

its

like-

wise the strongest.
3.

Conjunction and opposition of the

the times of

new and

full

moon.

earth and sun, or

more

nearly a straight

line, so that their

At

moon

—that

is,

these times moon,

accurately their projections, form

powers of

attraction

are united; while at the time of the quadrants,

i.

e. at

and last quarters, their powers of
attraction have a tendency to destroy each other.
The three planets
4. Eclipses of sun and moon.
form exactly a straight line, and the attractive powers
of the sun and moon are combined. This factor com-

the time of the

first

prehends the preceding.

by

5.

The

its

attractive

position of the sun over the equator where-

power

is

augmented by the centrifugal
upon its axis. The centrif-

force of the earth, revolving

ugal force at the equator

is

greatest ; at the poles

it is

The position of the moon over the equator.
The more tide-factors unite their influences,

zero.

6.

greater

is

the

the probability of an earthquake occurring.

According

Le Sage, the atoms converge toward
They become attenuated, and
constant falling of the moon toward

to

the center of the earth.

consequently a
the
case,

earth

takes

Now,

tangent.

place.

otherwise the

since

moon toward

Thus Newton's law, a priori, appears as a conseKepler's laws may be proved
quence of this system.
Moreover, even the
a necessary result of Newton's.
laws of Galileo may be deduced from it. As the atoms
all possess infinitely great and uniform rapidities, so also

The

line.

be regarded as continuous.

mass-center, are therefore inversely proportional to the

Furthermore, taking into consideration that all bodies are extremely porous, so much
so, indeed, that the atoms are infinitely small in compar-

same

infinitely rapid succession of exactly equal impacts,

meet about the

squares of the distances.

same

the

the radii, there-

fore to the squares of the distances of these surfaces

the next atom following from the

;

direction produces the

ing; and so, successively with

can only stop an insig-

nificant portion of the

every time

same

infinitely

tances

porous

a definite direction

^05

This

is

in

moon would

reality
fly

the

off at a

which keep impelling the
become so attenuated that the

the atoms

the earth

moon is assailed by a
The consequence of this will

part of the earth lying under the

smaller

number of atoms.

masses on and in the earth will have a
toward the moon. The molten mass
in the interior of the earth will press with the greatest
force against the hard crust of the earth in the direction of
be that the

fluid

tendency to

rise

the moon.
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the molten mass finds channels and cavities
have been formed by the gradual hardening of
the earth's crust, it will rise in the former, pour into
the latter and exert such a powerful pressure on the
overlying layer that a concussion will be felt on the
If

that

The

surface of the earth.

way

its

and find
This attractive power,

easily can

to a volcanic cavity.

however,
atoms.

power

stronger the attractive

upon the mass, th6 more

acts

rise

it

commensurate with the attenuation of the
be increased either by the moon or by

is

If this

the sun,

i.

e. if

and 4 come into play, an

tide-factors 3

upheaval of the earth's crust

the

is

more probable.

Further, since the atoms converge toward the center of
or sun (tide-factors

and

i

be the attenuation of the atoms.
these

attenuations

are

2)

It easily

follows that

proportional

to

the

moon and sun from

the

inversely

squares of the distances of the

the greater will

earth.

is only to be used with care,
by which E. Tylor has already reached so many im-

portant conclusions

strengthening influence of factors 5 and 6
rather of terrestrial than of cosmical origin.

Le

is

between sun, earth and moon, not a force of attraction,
an actio in distans, but a pushing material, a vis a tergo.
This theory is an hypothesis yet to be proven. Should
it meet favor at a later day, as Falb's theory ot earthquakes now does, still the last " Why " would not be

The

answered.

its

new and probably

of atomic

as to the cause

question

motion and the principle of motion

itself

would require

never-to-be-given answer.

Translated from the German by F. W. Morton.

the comprehensive perspective of

a patriarchal,

of

life;

The

of the family.

all

the peo-

by modern ethnology, one

of the most interesting problems of history

opment

is

the devel-

early idyllic conception of

though often very oppressive, community

the broader social organization of the tribe in

the coherence of several families; and, finally, the political

union, variously described as to particulars but

ways conceived
must go. Such
as

as

an ideal consummation;

—

all

al-

these

a theory of political formation, based

on very limited
which ethnology

it is

facts

data, cannot
in

meet the stubborn

ever greater measure

is

bring-

ing to light.

As

gether with the entire morphological structure of

life

but in the his-

tory of science, those things which
rided as silly fables
jected

were formerly dewhich should have been utterly re-

—the so-called absurd reports of otherwise well— have received through the unques-

accredited authors

tionable finds and discoveries of

modern

travelers

and

observers a surprising and often not over- welcome restitutio in

As

development.

dom, we may

man

an

cite

illustrative

example, taken

cant act of taking

more than

integrum.

is

nothing

a later, unintelligible relic of the old right of

exposure and killing

As

Ro-

the signifi-

;

up from the threshold

it

its

at ran-

the well-known custom of the

father respecting his newly-born child

in barbaric times.

has been said, at the beginning of social

life (for

and not with a completely-formed,
separate existence of man that ethnology has to do) the
family and marriage did not exist in our sense and our
moral estimation; rather, there w^as a strange state of
it

is

only with

was

this

This

wholly opposed to our current notions.

which
the same

the original peaceful association of families,

found among

primitive stages

all

— an

peoples of the earth at

apparently chaotic and disunited

horde of individuals, incapable of observing rights, and

wholly on community of descent or blood unity.
vi^as conditioned by the
most natural of all bonds descent from the same tribal
mother. Every one lacking this qualification stood outresting

Allegiance to the band or union

—

being a stranger,
This entire union was repre-

side the protecting organization, and,

was

eo ipso

an enemy.

revenged on the murderer himself, but on some member
which he belonged. Indeed, so strong
was the thought of consanguinity that in all questions
of the tribe to

of inheritance the person of the

man

For the accomplishment of

this

steps

wholly into

the background.

In order to form a tolerably accurate idea of

nothing

more instructive than
the Malays in respect

is

zation of

this,

a glance at the organi-

to property, as

heretofore been studied, especially

by Dutch

it

has

scholars.

According to their view no real relationship exists between the father and his children, but only between him
and his brothers and sisters. He is not, in our sense of
the term, the father and adviser of his offspring; he but

belongs, after his marriage as before

so often happens, not only in

re-

usages and customs of

without further question, was held answerable for the
others.
Thus, for instance, a murder was not always

FAMILY.
BY TH. ACHELIS.

ples of the earth, furnished

in the

sented by the central position of woman.
There was
no recognition of individual rights or duties; but each,

THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE

Under

show

nations the complete differentiation of any one idea to-

is

Sage's theory assumes as the cause of attraction

—the survivals, the characteristic

mains, which clearly

affairs,

The

the exceedingly eflTective methodical

also

means, which, however,

the earth, the greater the proximity of this center to the

moon

was

there

it,

to the family

which he was born. Here is his real home;
hither comes his inheritance; while his children, wholly
independent of him, grow up and acquire their rights in
circle in

the sphere of the mother,

(v. Post, Grttndlagen des
Rcckts, Oldenburg, 1SS4, Seite 92 fF.)
According to the view hitherto accepted, the family

formed the foundation of society, in extension from tribe
and so forth and at its head, in the Aryan

to nation,

;

—

THE OPKN
civilization,

we

the

familias.
autocracy,

the adoption of a permanent residence had no inconsid-

and

X\\&

femina Jinis familicc

dim distance to grace the family as
We must at the outset obviate
is,

question,

in

this

of course, not so

supremacy

political

known;

reach the primary foundations, the family,

The

ception.

807

about in individual instances

as such, falls out entirely;
rises in

COURT.

appeared the paterfamilias^ philologically
Now, when, with ethnological

explained as "protector."
insight,

—

—an

much one

those apparently chaotic masses as they

The

it.

organization.

female

of woman's

came together

This resulted exclusively

not yet clearly

destruction of the original family

a miscon-

—but of the organization of

in an association of relatives.

erable part in

assemblies, consequent

of

is

events the firmer consolidation of habits after

all

its tiiater-

impossibility for those prehis-

rude culture

toric times of

period

but at

upon

this, resulted in

the district

Especially significant, moreover,

purchase of the wife,

who

thereby

lost

was the

her former sphere

and was subjected to the authority of the husband.
If we judge of this process strictly according to our
moral code we cannot fail, in this disgraceful treatment

of

woman

as a chattel in political intercourse, to perceive

a shocking crudeness of feeling, and that, too,

or, at least, largely in matriarchal principles; in that the

we

tribal

mother likewise represented the original source
Consequently the entire question of inheritance (in so far as one may speak
of its early beginnings in a communistic body) regulated
itself according to consanguinity on the female side.
Nevertheless, many proofs maybe found of the comparatively high estimation in which woman was held in
Indians, Africans, Malays,
the most difTerent nations.
and other tribes are zealous even exclusively to accord

patriarchal organization.

of the whole social organization.

and especially

in

idyllic scenes

of the

Even though

these subjective emotions spring

this

precedence to her in

and Nachtigal

North Africa
of

relates

Now,

(v.

as

the

religious ceremonies;

scattered

Solimans of

that in spite of the depressing influence

Mohammedanism

influence,

many

of

the

women

enjoy a certain political

Lippert, Culturgeschichte^ II, 92

long as the children belong to the mother,

tion of one of her relatives, usually her brother, as their

though they are grown up
Thus, as
Bastian remarks, it may happen that in case of war the
child fights against his own father.
This possibility,
moreover, has a wide and, morally speaking, highly
significant meaning, in that it brings out sharply the
great difference between our moral perceptions and the
corresponding views of these primordial stages.
natural protector; and even

they likewise belong to the mother's family.

Further, the current view, according to the patri-

makes the feelings that
between parents and children, and especially between a father and his offspring, take root in every normally formed individual with a certainty at once irresistible and ideal.
This, on the impartial witness of
comparative ethnology, is wrong. This feeling, which
to us seems so self-evident (^'natura nobis insita^'' as the
Stoic would say), is rather a comparatively late product of a long and, for the most part, prehistoric development a development which first took its deep moral
archal foundation of the family,

prevail

—

significance

when

mediate relation of

all

the

family

members

to their

representative head.

natural

ethical

one.

German

Old Testament of

comparatively broad ground,
consciousness,

us of

education,

from

a

as, for instance, national

well not to treat them without fur-

is

it

their pleasure.

ther question as objective criticisms, as absolute moral
principles of unconditioned

From

and necessity.

and universal application

the historical point of view this

development appears as an advance in ethical progress.
No age with its ethical ideas should be judged from the
standpoint of the present, but should be estimated by
its

own

conditions.

TO DEATH.*
Refuge trom envy's

And

limit to

fierce pursuing.

our self-undoing;

Pruner of Time, that lopp'st decay
And fruit-defeating growth away;
Vintner, that from his purpled vine
Crushest for heaven its sacred wine,
E'en when the sweetest cup were quaffing,

When
When

life

within the heart

is

laughing,

our great peace doth seem a river

That well might fill the full Forever,
When the ricli day makes Hope a debtor.
And Wish himself can wish no better.
E'en then thy

offices

appear

More worthy welcome than a tear;
For well we know our golden hours
Are deep indebted to thy powers;

No
But

No

light of

half
gift

life,

nor smile benign,

luminance is thine;
from heaven our hands receive,
its

But thou dost help the heavens to give.
Thy sateless hunger feeds our bliss,
Our sun would pale thy shade to miss.

the patriarch laid the foundation of

the ethical view of the world by emphasizing the im-

The

For

our youth, this course has robbed the

fF.)

they are subject in matters of property to the jurisdic-

though

bear in mind the slow moral progress instituted by the

view

How

Men

contend with one another in punching and

kicking; but no one shows any emulation in the pursuit
of virtue.

to us

the

seems the only right and

transformation

was brought

* Selected

Diogenes.
from Poems by David Atwood Wasson.

Boston: Lee

&

Shep-

:
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Dissertation on Theism or on the Knowaeilityof God.
By Henry Truro Bray, M. A., LL.D., Rector of Christ
Church, Boonville, Md.
This pamphlet of about ninety pages contains more than

unpretentious appearance gives reason to expect.
scholarly manner, and

It is

its

written in a

teeming with well-applied quotations
from the ancient Grecians, the sacred books of the East, the early
fathers, and from the foremost leaders of modern thought and
science. The time and care spent in collecting these numerous
passages must have been enormous.
The conclusions the author arrives at remind one of the
theism of Mr. F. E.Abbot. Mr. Bray's theism is not the belief of
old

is

—a dogmatical belief in

a supernatural Deity.

He

proposes

interested in the subject will readilv rethe delightful article entitled, " Folk-Lore Studies," by Mr.

L.

J.

Vance,

The

Court

"

is

the history of

all

unconscious heavenly tendency to the dignity of a soul flooded with
divine light, of a heart beating with divine energy.
Evolution
proves that the Man of Nazareth must have come in due time,
when the old religions had lost their virtue for the time and
place, the intellect having outgrown them.
It proves that the
teaching of Christ is true, because in essential agreement with
the teachings of all great moral and religious reformers or instructors.
As the old form of a religion, its shell becomes too
narrow, then by the strivings of the intellect after higher knowledge, and the yearnings of the soul after God, there comes, ac-

when

is

another

name

for the universally pres-

ent and uniformly operating Deity, and, therefore. Evolution proves
that religions in their essence
It is a pity that

English

letters.

true."

the quotations from the

It

whose eye

must be

makes

their

Greek are printed

reading troublesome to

more available

in

the

is

it

for the scholar as well as for the public at large.

NOTES.
The American Folk-Lore

Society, which has for its object
the study of Folk-Lore in general, and in particular the collection
and publication of the Folk- Lore of North America, was recently

organized at Cambridge, Mass. The study of Folk-Lore received
its first impetus at the time when Jacob Grimm first made his
collection of

etv

German Mdrchen. The American Folk-Lore Sociits members the most prominent scholars

numbers among

Wen
For

he to

"

whom

her outer shell

si.xty

And

's

revealed."

years I've heard this o'er and

o'er.

my

heartily,

in

secret soul

condemned

Say unto myself repeatedly
Nature gladly gives of all her

it

:

She knows not
For she

is all

Examine thou

To

kernel,
in

store;

knows not

shell,

one; but thou.

thine

own

self well,

see whether kernel thou be'est, or shell.

We commend the following editorial from a recent number
The Medical and Surgical Reporter of Philadelphia to the attention of our readers, feeling sure that it will meet with their apof

proval

;

QUACK advertisements IN RELIGIOUS NEWSPAPERS.

From

time to time medical

men and

medical journals have

protested against the prostitution of the columns of religious

newspapers

to the

use of advertisers of quack nostrums.

This

protest does not apply to temperately-worded representations of

what seems

to

have been accomplished by, or what may reason-

ably be expected
injury.

accustomed to see Greek words in Greek
can aftbrd no help whatever to one unacquainted with the language. We would advise the author, in an
eventual future edition, to have these quotations put into Greek
characters entirely and to affix English translations of them. It
would greatly increase the value of the book, as it would become
scholar,

characters, whereas

depths"

In nature's depths must be.

applied to the development of re-

ligions, discover to us the fact that religion, everywhere present,
everywhere moving the soul by similar impulses onward to the
same common end, is a natural result of human development under

the laws of nature.which

secret

" Tlirice-blcssed

state of

cording to the laws of Evolution, that knowledge of God which is
needful for the time and place.
Nature is not at a loss in supplying the things wanting, whether for the soul or the body. The
principles of Evolution,

F, which

Repeat this not. We trow.
Where'er we are, that we

religious growth. It

shows the expansion of the soul-atom from the

Nature^ s

Prom mortal mind
Must ever lie concealed?
To me and to my kind

young crying for succor, then
then the full-grown bird soai'ing aloft

fiy,

— this

The Open

"

two pages we quote the following sentence;

in the vaulted blue

7S2 in

Philistine, sayest thou,

"First the egg, then the helpless
the fledgling trying to

The Open Court.

poem on page

the revision of an unpublished version by N.

is

last

Nos. 22 and 23 of

reads as follows:

is

the

in

translation of Goethe's

is

sively divine Revelation.

From

made arrange-

Those of our readers
call

an Infinite Intelligence whom we call God.
by nature a religious being.
All religions have in them a nucleus of truth.
No religion is exclusively true, or founded upon an exclu-

Man

has

society

bridge, Mass.

as follows

There

The

parts of the country.

all

ments with Messrs. Houghton, MitBin & Co. to publish a quarterly journal, which will no doubt be full of instructive matter.
As both the usefulness and the success of such a society depends
very largely on the number of its members, and the membership
fee is only three dollars a year, it is to be hoped that all who in
any way feel interested in the study of folk-lore will join the
American Folk-Lore Society. Address W. W. Newell, Cam-

But

it

of,

a

remedy or device

for the cure of disease or

does apply to advertisements couched

which bears the stamp of falsehood on

its face,

in

or which

language
of such

is

mind of an intelligent
man, uninfluenced by a money consideration.
The editors of most religious journals are, as a rule, men of

a character as to arouse suspicion in the

so

much

intelligence that they will hardly attribute to trade-jeal-

ousy alone the objection which medical men have to the recommendation of " sure cures" for baldness, fits, rupture, consumption, and so on, to persons who are apt to regard their religious
teachers as safe guides in matters of health or disease; and who
are not sufficiently familiar with the subtleties of the newspaper
business to distinguish between the responsibilities of the editor
and those of the publisher. As a fact, most readers of periodicals
have the impression that the advertisements they contain are endorsed by the editor. Advertisers rely upon this fact; and we
cannot understand the casuistry which satisfies the conscience of
a man who edits a periodical, ostensibly devoted to religion, which
replenishes its coffers with the price of palpable falsehoods.
If it were true that a religious paper could not be financially
successful without taking money for the advertisement of worth-
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less or delusive

remedies, a course might be suggested worthy of
But it is not true; for there are

the main object of these papers.
a few

happy

newspaper,
"

We

'

illustrations of the fact that,

honesty

call

even

in a religious

the best policy.'

is

the attention of our large circle of readers to this

Laura

endeavored

"

vain to dry her tears.

in

repeat to you that you do

me

injustice;
I.

me more

am

I

I

You have

say in self-justification, nor will

than you know, and

more

I

cannot
grieved

satisfied that I

have

matter, in the hope that they will use their influence to put an

a clear conscience."

end to what we regard as a serious blemish in religious newspapers and one which injures the good reputation which they
ought to enjoy. And we call the attention of those religious

With these words she hastened into the house, and
Frau Hahn returned home, uncertain as to the result of

newspapers

to

hope that we

which our remarks may apply to this matter, in the
have to recur to it in a more explicit manner."

her

visit.

Laura paced up and down her

shall not

her hands.

THE LOST MANUSCRIPT.*

room wringing

wounded to the quick, dragged into a family feud,
unhappy results of which could not be foreseen, she

will,

BY GUSTAV FREYTAG.

CHAPTER

little

Innocent and yet guilty in spite of her good

the

VII.— Concluded.

reviewed the events of the past day in her excited mind.

At

writing-table, took

Laura looked up astonished from the hideous dogs to
the unexpected visitor, who came toward her with dig-

out her journal, and confided her sorrows to this silent

nified steps.

friend

"I come to complain, young lady!" began Frau
Hahn, without further greeting. " The insults that have

my

been heaped upon
supportable.

husband from this house are infather's conduct you are not

For your

responsible; but I think

it

shocking that a young

"

I

mean

name

to dogs.

your dogs by all my husband's names."
I have never done," replied Laura.
" Do not deny it," cried out Frau Hahn.
" I never speak an untruth," said the maiden, proudly.
" My husband's name is Andreas Hahn, and what
you call this beast is heard by the whole neighborhood."
Laura's pride was roused. " This is a misunder-

You

call

" That

standing, and the
is

dog

is

not so called.

What you

say

unjust."

"How is it unjust?" returned Frau Hahn. " In the
morning the father, and in the afternoon the daughter,
call him so."
A heavy weight fell on Laura's heart; she felt herself dragged down into an abyss of injustice and injury.
Her

father's conduct paralyzed

her energies, and tears

burst from her eyes.

"I see that you

the

at least feel

wrong

that

you

committing," continued Frau Hahn, more calmly.
not do

but

it

it is

again.

Believe me,

a sorry business, and

it

is

my

"

are

Do

easy to pain others,

poor husband and

I

it of you.
We have seen you grow
up before our eyes and even though we have had no
intercourse with your parents, we have always been
pleased with you, and no one in our house has ever
wished you ill. You do not know what a good man
Hahn is, but still you ought not to have behaved so.
Since we have dwelt here we have experienced many
vexations from this house; but that you should share
your father's views pains me most."

have not deserved

;

•Copyright.

little

"Reason doth folly, good doth evil grow;
The child must reap the mischief that the

Had

fathers sow."

she not wished to do what was reasonable and kind,

and had not folly and
the affront of giving a man's

her

Goethe's Faust:

like

excitedly.

at

bound in violet leather. She sought comfort
from the souls of others who had borne up nobly under
similar griefs, and at last found the confirmation of her
experience in the expressive, well-known passage of

girl

you should also join in these outrages!"
"What do you mean, Madame Hahn?" asked Laura,

she seated herself

last

evil

arisen

from

it?

and had

not misfortune befallen her without her fault, because she

was a

child of that house?

a passionate effusion.

But

With
in

this

sentence she closed

order not to appear to her

conscience devoid of affection, the poor child wrote im-

mediately underneath these words:
father."

Then

"My

dear,

good

she closed the book, feeling more com-

forted.

But the severest humiliation to her was the feeling
would be judged unjustly by the people over
the way; and she folded her arms and thought how she
could justify herself.
She, indeed, could do nothing;
but there was a worthy man who was the confidant of
every one in the house, who had cured her canary bird
when ill, and removed a stain from the nose of her little
She resolved, therefore, to tell only to
bust of Schiller.
the faithful Gabriel what Frau Hahn had said, and not
a word to her mother unless obliged to do so.
It happened that toward evening Gabriel and DorDorchen
chen entered into conversation in the street.
that she

to make bitter complaints of
Hummels, but Gabriel earnestly

began

the spitefulness of

the

advised her to this

"Do

not allow yourself to be dragged into these
There must be some neutrals. Be an angel,
Dorchen, and bring peace and good will into the house;

effect:

disputes.

Whereupon the history
is innocent."
name was spoken of, and Laura honorably

for the daughter

of giving the
acquitted.

Then, when Gabriel, a little
marked to her: "This matter

later, incidentally
is

settled;

re-

and Herr

Hahn has said that it had at once appeared to him improbable that you should be so ill-disposed toward him,"
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—a
soft

heavy weight fell from her heart, and again her
song sounded through the house. And yet she did

not feel

annoyance to the neighboring house caused by her father's anger still continued.
satisfied, for

the

Alas! she could not restrain that violent

must endeavor secretly to atone for
pondered over this while undressing

when
jects,

in bed, after entertaining

spirit,

but she

She

his injustice.
late at night;

many

and rejecting

the right idea suddenly struck her ; she

upturned

jumped up

at

boat,

looking

the garden on the

in

proudly

the

at

house, while Fighthahn and the other

neighboring

dog

sat at his

moon, who in her usual way looked
down maliciously on Mr. Hummel, Mr. Hahn, and all
feet blinking at the

the rest of the world.

but
pro-

In the evening he sat

for this.

It

happened on the following night

barking of dogs and moonshine

down from

the temple of

all

that amidst the

the bells

Herr Hahn and

were torn

stolen.

once, lighted her candle, and ran in her night-dress to

CHAPTER

the writing-table.
There she emptied out her purse,
and counted over the new dollars that her father had
given her at Christmas and on her birthday. These
dollars she determined to spend in a secret method of
reparation.
Highly pleased, she took the precious purse
to bed with her, laid it under her pillow, and slept peacefully upon it, although the specter dogs raged round

call out: "Devil, take thy paw away."
Then it suddenly appears before the eyes of men, it was so easy to
find they have gone round it a hundred times; they have

the house in their wild career, horribly and incessantly.

looked above and below, and have sought

The

following morning Laura wrote in large,

stifT

empty envelope, the name and dwelling of Herr Hahn, and affixed a seal on which was the
impression of a violet with the inscription, " I conceal

characters, on an

VIII.

TACITUS AGAIN.

Our people know

that all lost things

Whoever

claws of the Evil One.

lie

under the

seeks anything must

;

it in the most
improbable places, and never thought of the nearest.
Undoubtedly it was so with the manuscript; it lay under

the clutches of the Evil
close to our friends;

if

One

or of a hobgoblin, quite

they were to stretch out their

it in her pocket.
On her way to town
make some purchases she stopped at a hot-house, the
proprietor of which was unknown to her.
There she

hands they might lay hold of it; the acquisition was
only hindered by one consideration, by the question,

bought a bushy plant of dwarf orange, full of flowers
and golden fruit a splendid specimen of the green-

suffering for both the scholars

house; she carried

the main point was, that the manuscript really existed

myself," and put

to

—

it

with beating heart

close

a

in

till
she found a porter, to whom she gave an
extraordinary gratuity, and bade him leave the plant

cab,

and envelope at the house of Herr
or greeting of any kind.

The man performed

the

Dorchen discovered the plant
an agreeable excitement

Hahn

Hahn

faithfully.

and

it

caused

family

—

fruitless

Whether this delay would involve more or less
was still doubtful. Never-

they might overcome even

theless,

and lay somewhere.

whole

see," said the

I

put

my

hopes

Hans, the

eldest,

is

behind the vine branches, unconsciously folding her
hands.
Her soul was unburdened of the injustice, and
she turned from the hostile house with a feeling of

proud

satisfaction.

Meanwhile

to his friend, "that

you are

and

making the

if

younger generation.
from sharing the views of
he shows an interest in the old

very

treasure,

Laura stood long

Doctor

in the souls of the

the father and sister;

the shrub glitter across the street.

wanting was

strenuously exerting yourself to educate the older people.

When

noon Laura peeped through the vine arbor
into the garden she had the pleasure of seeing the
orange plant occupying a distinguished place in front of
the white Muse.
Beautifully did the white and gold of

uncertainty;

In short, the matter stood on the

as well as possible; the only thing

imaginations, repeated inspection, and vain conjectures.
at

this

the manuscript.

"I

commission

in the hall,

in the

without word

Where ?

we

far

ourselves

discovery, he will at

should

not succeed

in

some future period not

spare the old walls."

In conjunction with Hans, the Doctor secretly re-

sumed

his investigations.

In quiet hours,

when

the

was unsuspectingly riding about his farm,
and the Professor working in his room or sitting in the
honeysuckle arbor, the Doctor went prying about the
house.
In the smock-frock of a laborer, which Hans
proprietor

suit

there was a police complaint and legal
pending between the two houses, which was seriously increased on that very day by the adoption of the

had brought to his room, he searched the dusty corners
of the house high and low.
More than once he
frightened the female servants of the household by sud-

dogs' names "Fighthahn" and "Spitehahn."

denly emerging from behind some old bin

Thus

the peace in house and neighborhood

disturbed.

At

first

was

still

the pealing of the bells had excited

public opinion against

Herr Hahn, but

was entirely
dogs: the whole street
this

by the introduction of the
went over to the man of straw; the man oifelt had all
the world against him. But Herr Hummel cared little
altered

in the cellar,

or by appearing astride of one of the rafters of the roof.

In the dairy a hole had been dug for the forming of an

had gone away at noon, and the
mademoiselle passed close to the uncovered pit, sus-

ice-pit; the laborers

pecting nothing.

There she beheld, suddenly, a head

without a body, with fiery eyes and bristly hair, which

I
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was slowly groping along the ground and turned its
She uttered a shrill
face to her with a mocking laugh.
cry and rushed into the kitchen, where she sank fainting
on a stool and was only revived by the sprinkling of
water and encouraging words. At dinner she was so
much troubled that every one was struck by it, and at
last it appeared that the devilish head was to be found
on the shoulders of her neighbor, who had secretly descended into the hole in order to examine the masonry.
On this occasion the Doctor discovered, with some
degree of malicious pleasure, that the hospitable roof

which protected him and the manuscript from rain stood
over an acknowledged haunted house. There were
strange creakings in the old building; spirits were
frequently seen, and the accounts only differed as to
whether there was a man in a gray cowl, a child in a
white shirt, or a cat as large as an ass. Every one knew
that there was in all parts a knocking, rattling, thunderSometimes all
ing, and invisible throwing of stones.
the authority of the proprietor and his daughter was
necessary to prevent the outbreak of a panic

Even our

servants.

among

the

friends, in the quiet of the night,

heard unaccountable sounds, groans, thundering noises

and startling knocks on the wall. These annoyances of
the house the Doctor explained to the satisfaction of the
proprietor by his theory of the old walls.
clear that

many

He made

it

generations of weasels, rats and mice

more than

8ii

home

ing and soon found in his collection
characters of our popular legends

hags, three white

ish

shadowy water

many

finally

listened

with

quiet vexation to the secret noises of his wall-neighbors;
for

if

these blustered around the manuscript so excitedly,

they threatened to render

difficult

the future investiga-

Whenever he heard

gnawing
he could not help thinking they were again eating away
a line of the manuscript, which would make a multitude
of conjectures necessary; and it was not by gnawing
alone that this colony of mice would disfigure the manu-

tion of science.

script that lay

a violent

But the Doctor was compensated by other discoveries for the great patience which was necessary under

He

did not confine himself to the

house and adjoining buildings; he searched the neigh-

borhood for old popular traditions which here and there
lingered in the spinning-room and worked in the shaky
heads of old beldames. Through the wife of one of the
farm-laborers, he secretly made the acquaintance of an
old crone well versed in legendary lore in the neighbor-

ing village.

her

first

After the old

alarm

that he had

the

at

come

title

woman had

recovered from

of the Doctor and the fear

rebuke her on account of incompetent medical practice, she sang to him, with trembling
to

voice, the love songs of her youth,

a

merman;

Sometimes Hans accom-

might be provided with

field

tion;

for, as

how much

the wise

spirits

women

without any founda-

of the village observed

the Doctor rejoiced in such communications,

awoke from a
long slumber; but, on the whole, both parties treated
each other with German truth and conscientiousness;
the old inventive povsrer of the people

and, besides, the Doctor

be taken

was not

a

man who

could easily

in.

Once when he was returning to the castle from such
he met the laborer's wife on a lonely foot-path.
She looked cautiously about and at last acknowledged
that she could impart something to him if he would not

visits

The Doctor promised

betray her to the proprietor.

Upon

violable secrecy.

this the

woman

stated

and related

to

him

in-

that in

the cellar of the castle, on the eastern side, in the right-

marked with three
She had heard
from her grandfather, who had it from his father,
stone,

crosses; behind that lay the treasure.
this

the then
ure, but

been a servant

in the castle;

and

at

that time

Crown Inspector had wished to raise the treaswhen they went into the cellar for that purpose,

there had been such a fearful crash and such a noise that

they ran

was

away

in

But

terror.

was

that the treasure

had herself touched the stone,
and the signs were distinctly engraved on it. The cellar was now used for wine, and the stone was hidden
there

by

certain, for she

wooden trestle.
The Doctor received

a

this

communication with com-

posure, but determined to set about investigating

underneath them.

these circumstances.

in the story

sprang from

that here and there a hole in the earth or a well in the

who had

But the Doctor

ible in muffled noises.

appeared

panied him on these excursions to the country people, in
order to prevent these visits from becoming known to
the father and daughter.
Now, it is certainly possible

among

were made percept-

well-known

the

many monks, some

who

small dwarfs.

hand corner, there was a

the wall

all

—wild hunters, devil-

maidens,

pixies, sprites

as artisan lads, but undeniably

and

Every evening

sheets of paper full of writ-

had bored through the solid walls and laid out a system
Therefore every
of covered passages and strongholds.
social amusement and every quarrel which took place
the inmates of

down.

the hearer could note

the Doctor brought

He

himself.

did not say a

word

by

either to the Professor

or to his friend Hans, but watched for an opportunity.

His informant sometimes herself carried the wine which
was always placed before the guests, to the cellar and
back.
The next morning he followed her boldly the
woman did not say a word as he entered the cellar be;

hind her, but pointed shyly to a corner in the wall.
The Doctor seized the lamp, shoved half a dozen flasks

from

their places

large

hewn

cantly

at

strictest

shone

and groped about for the stone;

stone with three crosses.

the

woman — she

He

afterward

looked
related

it

was

a

signifi-

in

the

confidence that the glass shields before his eyes

at

this

moment

so fearfully in the light of the

lamp, that she had become quite

terrified

—then he went

:
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silently

up again, determined

discovery on the

first

to take

advantage of

this

opportunity in dealing with the

still

quiet labor

greater surprise awaited the Doctor; his

was supported by the deceased Brother Tobias

The

himself.

cannot promise to give you any information.

friends

descended one day

to

Rossau,

accompanied by the proprietor, who had business in the
He conducted his guests to the Burgomaster,
town
whom he requested to lay before the gentlemen, as trust-

worthy men, whatever
sion of the authorities.

old writings

were

in the posses-

The Burgomaster, who was

a

geous

There was not much

to the old monastery.

to

be

if it

anything from the old writings disadvanta-

Church,

to the

I

will

show you

He went

to the

oldest

room and
brought out a long thin book, the edges of which
had been injured by the mold of the damp room. " Here
are some notices of my predecessors who rest with the
of the

books."

existing

Lord; perhaps they

More

may

be useful to the gentlemen.

cannot do, because there

I

into a

is

nothing else of the

kind existing."

On

respectable tanner, put on his coat and took the learned

men

Yet,

only a question of yourselves, and you do not wish

to extract

proprietor.

But a

I
is

COURT.

the introductory page there

was

a register of the

One

dignitaries of the place in Latin.

ecclesiastical

of

was: " In the year of our Lord 1637,

seen; only the outer walls of the old building remained;

the

officials of the crown dwelt in the new parts.
Concerning the archives of the council the Burgomaster
suggested the probability that there would not be much
found in them in this matter he recommended the gentlemen to the town clerk, and himself went to the club

and in the month of May, the much venerated brother
Tobias Bachhuber, the last monk of this monastery,

the minor

;

in order, after his

onerous duties, to enjoy a quiet

respectfully to his literary col-

leagues, laid hold of a rusty
of

the

bunch of keys, and opened
hall, where the ancient

city

records, covered with thick

which

was

dust,

awaited the time in

ended under the stampThe town clerk had some
ing machine of a paper mill.
knowledge of the papers; he understood fully the
importance of the communication which was expected
from him, but assured them with perfect truth that,
owing to two fires in the town and the disorders of
former times, every old history had been lost. There
were also no records to be found in any private house;
only in the printed chronicles of a neighboring town
some notices were preserved concerning the fate of
their quiet life

to be

Rossau in the Thirty Years' War. After that, the place
had been a heap of ruins and almost uninhabited. The
town had since continued without a history, and the
town clerk assured them that nothing was known here
of the olden time, and no one cared about it. Perhaps
something about the town might be learnt at the
capital.

Our

walk unweariedly from
making inquiries, as in the

friends continued to

one clever

man

to another,

fairy tale, after the bird

with the golden feather.

Two

gnomes had known nothing, but now there remained a third so they went to the Roman Catholic
priest.
A little old gentleman received them with profound bows. The Professor explained to him that he was
little

—

seeking information concerning the ultimate fate of the

monastery
years to

— above

the last

all, what had happened in his closing
monk, the venerable Tobias Bach-

huber.
" In those days no register of deaths
replied

the ecclesiastic.

notices

The Lord be

died of the plague.

The

" Therefore,

was required,"

my

dear

sirs,

merciful to him."

Professor showed the passage silently to his

who

friend the Doctor,

wrote

down

the Latin words;

they then returned the book with thanks and took leave.

"The manuscript

game of cards.
The town clerk bowed
the small vault

little

first

Professor, as they

still

lies

in the house,"

went along the

street.

said

thought of the three crosses and laughed quietly
in

no

way

friend thought

fit

to

self;

he had

uscript.

When

the

The Doctor
to

him-

assented to the tactics which his

adopt for the discovery of the man-

the Professor maintained that their only

hope rested on the sympathy which they might by degrees awaken in their host, the Doctor entertained the
suspicion that his friend was brought to this slow way
of carrying on the war not by pure zeal for the manuscript.

The

proprietor, however, maintained an obstinate

silence concerning the manuscript.

upon the

out any hint

If the

subject, the

host

Doctor threw

made

a

wry

grimace and immediately changed the conversation. It
was necessary to put an end to this. The Doctor now
determined to
parture.
in the

insist

When,

garden

upon

a

decision

therefore, they

in the evening,

looking cheerfully

were

before his desitting together

and the proprietor was

and calmly on

his

fruit trees,

the

Doctor began the attack
" I cannot leave this place, my hospitable friend,
without reminding you of our contract."
" Of what contract?" inquired their host, like one

who

did not

remember

it.

Regarding the manuscript," continued the Doctor,
with emphasis, " which lies concealed in this place."
"Indeed! why you yourself said that every place
sounds hollow. So we would have to tear down the
house from roof to cellar. I should think we might
wait till next spring, when you come to us again; for we
would be obliged, under these circumstances, to live in
the barns, which now are full."
" The house may, for the present, remain standing,"
said the Doctor; " but if you still think that the monks
"

J

—

— ——

THE OPEN
took away their monastic property, there
stance which goes against your view.
covered

Rossau that the worthy

at

one circum-

is

We

friar,

have diswho had con-

to

COURT.

timony that

cealed the things here in April, died of the pestilence as

May, according

early as

church

proprietor looked at the Doctor's

" Then
it and said
have taken away the property."

book, closed
"

i-egister;

That

is

he was the

here

is

:

memorandum
monks

brother

his

scarcely possible," replied the Doctor, "for

last

of his order in the monastery."

"

We

"

Very

Then some of the city people have taken it."
But the inhabitants of the town abandoned it then,
and the place lay for years desolate, in ruins and unin•

Humph!" began

"

the proprietor, in good
strict

creditors

humor;

and

know

upon their rights. Tell me straightforwardly what you want of me. You must, first of all,
point out to me some place which appears suspicious,
not only to you, but also to the judgment of others;
and that you cannot do with any certainty."

how

to insist

"

I

know

of such a place," answered the Doctor,

boldly, " and I wish to suggest to
lies

you

that the treasure

my

Professor and the proprietor looked

me

A candle

was

The

lighted; the Doctor led the

is

to

hollow and the stone has a peculiar

mark."
" It

is

true," said the proprietor ; " there

space behind

it;

it is

removed from

the shelving be

let

following day the stonemasons came, and the

placed upon the rock, and great exertions were necesit.
But the people themselves declared
was a great cavity behind, and worked with
a zeal that was increased by the repute of the haunted
At last the stone was moved and a dark openhouse.
ing became visible.
The spectators approached both

sary to loosen
that there

—

suspense; their host and his

the scholars in anxious

daughter also
slight

One of

of expectation.

full

hastily seized the light

and held

it

the stonemasons

before the opening.

vapor came out; the man drew back alarmed.
there lies something white," he cried, full

" Within

Use looked

way

with a large key.
place

morning

of fear and hope.

wine lay.
"What gives you such victorious confidence?"
inquired the Professor, on the way, in a low voice.
" I suspect that you have your secrets," replied the
Doctor; "permit me to have mine."
He actively removed the bottles from the corner,
threw the light on the stone, and knocked on the wall

The

extremity

I

looked on curiously while the men exerted their power
with pickaxe and crowbar on the square stone. It was

into the cellar," cried the Doctor.

the place vvhere the

"

Doc-

three gentlemen and Use descended into the cellar, and

on him

with astonishment.
" Follow

replied the

In the stone quarry at the

well.

property

early in the

A

there."

The

what can be done,"

the wine-cellar."

"

" the learned gentlemen are

shall see

have some extra hands at work; they
shall remove the stone and then restore it to its place.
Thus, I hope, the affair will be forever settled. Use,
of

"

habited."

tes-

have given in to every reasonable wish."

I

tor.

"

a 'copy of the entry.'

The

to the

In return, whenever you speak or

be very useless.

write upon the subject, you must not refuse to bear

certainly not small.

is

an empty

But the stone

one of the foundation stones of the house, and has not
the appearance of ever having been removed from its

the Professor,

at

who

with

difficulty con-

trolled the

excitement that worked in his face.

grasped the

light, but she

out, anxiously, "

kept

Not you."

it

from him, and

She hastened

He
cried

to the open-

She
was heard;

ing and thrust her hand into the hollow space.

A

laid

hold of something tangible.

she

quickly withdrew her hand; but, terrified, threw

what she had

laid

rattling

hold of on the ground.
(To

It

was

a bone.

be continued.)

Fortune does not change men:
Necker.

it

unmasks them.

Mme.

the least thing

Poets are like birds:
sing.

makes them

— Chateaubriand.

The

pleasantest

things

in

the world are pleasant

is

them

place."

"After so long a time,

mine
"

it

would be

difficult to

deter-

proprietor examined the wall himself.

A large slab lies over

it.

It

would, perhaps, be possi-

marked stone from its place." He considered for a moment, and then continued " I see I must
let you have your own way.
I will thus make compensation for the first hour of our acquaintance, which
ble to raise the

:

has always lain heavy on

my

conscience.

are here in the cellar like conspirators,
into an agreement.

I will at

As we
we will

once do what

I

as possible.

You may

life is to

many

have

as

some

of the time,

deceive

three
enter

consider

It is better to

all

of the people

the

—Epictetus.

all

the

advise than to reproach; for the one

mild and friendly, the other stern and severe
corrects

of

Bovee,

and some of the people all the time, but not
people all the time. Abraham Lincoln.

that," rejoined the Doctor.

The

thoughts, and the great art in

erring,

the

other

only

;

is

the one

convicts

them.

If we see rightly and mean rightly, we shall get on,
though the hand may stagger a little; but if we mean
wrongly, or mean nothing, it does not matter how firm
the hand is. Ruskin.
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